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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing this radio doorbell from the Bell series.
Please read the operating instructions carefully and keep them for future use.
This radio doorbell can be used on the move thanks to its built-in rechargeable battery. The battery is charged via the
integrated charger with the linchpin.
If a tuned-in radio doorbell transmitter is actuated, the radio doorbell plays a ring tone and/or signals the ringing
visually, depending on the setting.
In addition, the radio doorbell is equipped with a repeater module and can forward received radio signals to more
distant receivers of the Bell series.
Depending on the transmitter model, the range is between 100 and 500 meters under optimal conditions. The range
is influenced by various factors, e.g. metal or UPVC door frames, walls or other devices operating on the same
frequency.
All transmitters in the Bell series are compatible with this radio doorbell.



 Before using the radio doorbell for the first time, fully charge it at a 230V AC mains socket. The control LED
(3) flashes green during charging and lights up permanently green when the battery is fully charged.

The ringing tone is set on the bell transmitter.

SCOPE OF DELIVERY

Radio doorbell BELL-510 RX
Operating and assembly instructions

LEGEND

1. = Radio doorbell BELL-510 RX
2. = Illuminated plate
3. = Control LED
4. = Plus button
5. = Minus button
6. = Colour selection button
7. = Learning code button
8. = Flip-plug
9. = Flip-plug lock

10. = Function selector switch
11. = ON/OFF switch

COMMISSIONING

Switch on the radio doorbell with the ON/OFF switch (11).



 On

 Of

 NOTE: If the radio doorbell is not in a socket, the control LED does not light up in standby. See also the
section “Control LED”.

CHARGING FUNCTION + FLIP-PLUG

Press the lynch pin lock down to unfold the lynch pin and plug the radio doorbell into a mains socket. The charging
process begins and the control LED flashes green. The radio doorbell does not have to be switched on for this. If the
control LED lights up green continuously, the charging process is complete.
To be able to use the receiver on the move, push the linchpin back until it snaps back into place under the linchpin
lock.

FUNCTION SELECTOR SWITCH

Use the function selector switch to choose whether the radio doorbell only plays the ring tone or only the light panel
flashes or both together. Slide the switch to the desired position.

 Ring tone only

Only flashing light panel

 Ringtone and light panel

CONTROL LED

The control LED indicates various states.
If the radio doorbell is plugged into a 230V mains socket, the control LED flashes green to indicate the charging
process.
If the LED lights up green continuously while the radio doorbell is plugged into a mains socket, the battery is fully
charged.
If the LED flashes red, the battery is almost empty and the radio doorbell must be recharged.
If the LED flashes blue, the radio doorbell is in learning mode.

PAIRING THE TRANSMITTER

If no transmitter has been taught-in to the radio doorbell yet, the radio doorbell is in teach-in mode immediately after it
is switched on; the control LED indicates this by flashing blue. Now trigger the desired Bell transmitter to learn it. The
radio doorbell plays a ring tone and automatically leaves the learning mode.
To teach in another transmitter, press and hold the learning code button for approx. 3 seconds. The control LED
flashes blue when the learning mode is activated. Then trigger the Bell transmitter to which the radio doorbell is to
addition ally respond. The radio doorbell plays a ring tone and automatically leaves the learning mode.
This procedure must be repeated for each additional transmitter. A maximum of 4 transmitters can be taught in.

SETTING THE VOLUME

The volume can be adjusted in several steps via the two keys Plus (4) and Minus (5). Briefly press the Plus key to
increase the volume one level or the Minus key to decrease the volume one level.



SETTING THE COLOUR OF THE LIGHT PANEL

The color of the light panel is set with the color selection key (6). A total of 7 different colure  are available. Each
press of the key changes to the next color. The last color played back is automatically saved.

REPEATER FUNCTION

The radio doorbell has an integrated repeater function, i.e. it can forward radio signals from several transmitters of the
Bell series and thus increase the range of the transmitters.
It is not necessary for the Bell transmitter to be tuned in to the radio doorbell in order to be forwarded. The repeater
function is always active and cannot be switched off.
Bell transmitters that are tuned in to the radio doorbell are also forwarded. The radio doorbell itself, however, only
rings for transmission signals that have also been tuned in to the radio doorbell.
This makes it possible, for example, for the radio doorbell in a two-family house to ring only when the bell button for
family 1 is pressed. The radio signal of the bell button for family 2 is only forwarded without the radio doorbell itself
ringing

 Note: There is a time delay of approx. 3 seconds between the reception of the signal until it is forwarded.
The control LED indicates a forwarding by briefly lighting up.

FACTORY SETTINGS

To reset the radio doorbell to factory settings, press and hold the learning code button for 3 seconds until the control
LED flashes blue. Release the button and hold it down again until the control LED stops flashing. After this, the radio
doorbell is back in the delivery state and no more transmitters have been learned.
Then switch the radio doorbell off and on again. The control LED flashes blue and the radio doorbell is in learning
mode. Now all the desired transmitters can be taught in again. Please refer to the section “Programming
transmitters”.

TECHNICAL DATA

Operating voltage: 230V / 50 Hz
Battery: 3.7V/600mAh lithium-polymer battery
Power consumption (battery fully charged): <1W
Power consumption (battery being charged): approx. 2W
Frequency: 434MHz ; <10mW
Protection class: IP44
Temperature range: -20°C to +55°C

The battery is permanently installed; it can only be replaced by a specialist workshop.

NOTES

Exposure to strong static, electric or high-frequency fields (discharges, mobile phones, radio systems, mobile
phones, microwaves) may cause functional impairment.

Cleaning and care

The surface of the housing can be cleaned with a soft cloth moistened with soapy water. Do not use abrasive
cleaners or chemicals.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

We accept no liability for damage to property or personal injury caused by improper handling or failure to
observe the safety instructions. In such cases, all warranty claims are invalidated!
For safety and approval reasons (CE), unauthorized conversion and/or modification of the product is not
permitted.



Do not carelessly leave the packaging material lying around, plastic foils/ bags,  polystyrene parts etc. could
become a dangerous toy for children.
Consult a professional if you have any doubts about the operation, safety or connection of the appliance.
Handle the product with care – bumps, knocks or falling from even a small height will damage it.
The design of the product complies with protection class 2. Only a standard mains socket (230V~/50Hz) of the
public mains supply may be used to power the device. Devices powered by mains voltage must be kept away
from children.
Please therefore be particularly careful in the presence of children.

WARRANTY INFORMATION

This product is warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 2 years from the date
of purchase. This applies only if the appliance is used in the usual manner and is regularly maintained. The
obligations of this warranty will be limited to the repair or re-installation of any part of the unit and will only apply on
condition that no unauthorized modifications or attempted repairs have been made. Your statutory rights as a
customer are in no way affected by this warranty

Please note! 

There is no entitlement to warranty in the following cases, among others:

Operating errors
Interference from other radio equipment (e.g. mobile phone operation)
External interference/impacts
Mechanical damage
Moisture damage
No proof of warranty (proof of purchase)

In the event of damage caused by non-observance of these operating instructions, the warranty claim becomes
invalid. We accept no liability for consequential damage! We accept no liability for damage to property or personal
injury caused by improper handling or non-observance of the safety instructions. In such cases, all warranty claims
are invalidated!

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

The manufacturer is not liable for loss or damage of any kind, including incidental or consequential damages,
resulting directly or indirectly from the malfunction of this product.

These operating instructions are a publication of m-e GmbH modern-electronics,
An den Kolonaten 37, 26160 Bad Zwischenahn, Germany.
The operating instructions correspond to the technical status at the time of going to press. We reserve the right to
make changes in technology and equipment

Customers Support

RoHS 2011/65/EU
RED 2014/53/EU



http://www.m-e.de/download/ce/bell510rxce.pdf
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